Convocate

SUGGESTED SEARCH TERMS – HUMAN TRAFFICKING

- AGENCY/SELF-DETERMINATION/PARTICIPATION (PRINCIPLES AND VALUES)
- ARBITRARY ARREST/ILLEGAL DETENTION/ABDUCTION/FORCED DISAPPEARANCE (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, POLITICAL RULE/GOVERNANCE)
- CHILD LABOR (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, ECONOMIC/LABOR)
- CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (PRINCIPLES AND VALUES)
- DEPORTATION (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY)
- CULTURAL PERSECUTION/CULTURAL OPPRESSION (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS)
- DETAINED PERSONS/IMPRISONED PERSONS (ACTORS, PEOPLE, POLITICAL CATEGORIES)
- DISCRIMINATION/PREJUDICE/INEQUALITY/MARGINALIZATION)
- DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLENCE)
- ECONOMIC DOMINATION/USURY/FINANCIAL EXPLOITATION (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, ECONOMIC/LABOR)
- EQUALITY (PRINCIPLES AND VALUES)
- FORCED DISAPPEARANCE (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY)
- FORCED LABOR/SLAVERY/HUMAN TRAFFICKING (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, ECONOMIC/LABOR)
- FORCED MIGRATION (HARMS AND VIOLATION, POLITICAL RULE/GOVERNANCE)
- FREEDOM(S) (PRINCIPLES AND VALUES)
- FREEDOM FROM SLAVERY (RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, CIVIL/POLITICAL)
- GENDER (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, DISCRIMINATION/PREJUDICE/INEQUALITY/MARGINALIZATION)
- GOVERNMENT/THE STATE (ACTORS, SOCIETY)
- HUMAN DIGNITY (PRINCIPLES AND VALUES)
• IMPERIALISM/COLONIALISM/FOREIGN DOMINATION (HARMS AND VIOLATION, POLITICAL RULE/GOVERNANCE)
• INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (ACTORS, PEOPLE, INTERNATIONAL ENTITIES)
• JUSTICE (PRINCIPLES AND VALUES)
• MISSING PERSONS/DISAPPEARED PERSONS (ACTORS, PEOPLE, POLITICAL CATEGORIES)
• MOVEMENT AND RESIDENCE (RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, CIVIL/PolITICAL)
• ORGANIZED CRIME (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS)
• PEOPLE ON THE MOVE/ITINERANT (ACTORS, PEOPLE, POLITICAL CATEGORIES)
• REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS (RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, CIVIL/PolITICAL, FAMILY RIGHTS)
• REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS (RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, ECONOMIC/SOCIAL/CULTURAL, FAMILY RIGHTS)
• SEXUAL VIOLENCE/RAPE/PROSTITUTION/SEX TRAFFICKING (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLENCE)
• SEXUAL VIOLENCE/RAPE/SEX TRAFFICKING (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY)
• SLAVERY (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY)
• THEOLOGY OF THE BODY
• TORTURE/CRUEl, INHUMAN AND DEGRADING TREATMENT (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLENCE)
• TORTURE, INHUMAN AND DEGRADING TREATMENT (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY)
• UNJUST STRUCTURES/STRUCTURAL SIN (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS, POLITICAL RULE/GOVERNANCE)
• VICTIMS (ACTORS, PEOPLE)
• VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW (HARMS AND VIOLATIONS)
• WOMEN (ACTORS, PEOPLE)
• WORK/LABOR (RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, ECONOMIC/SOCIAL/CULTURAL)
• WORKERS/EMPLOYEES (ACTORS, PEOPLE, ECONOMIC CATEGORIES)
• YOUTH (ACTORS, PEOPLE, SPECIAL CATEGORIES)